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How to develop your dog’s ability to control the pressure of his bite.

By Pat Miller

[Updated February 23, 2016]

My dog bites me. A lot. Scooter, the 10-pound Pomeranian we adopted from the shelter after he failed a
behavior assessment (for serious resource-guarding), has bitten me more times than I can count. Most of
the time I don’t even feel his teeth. He has never broken skin, and the few times I have felt any pressure, it’s
been because I’ve persisted in what I was doing despite his clear request to stop. Scooter has excellent bite
inhibition.

In the dog training world, bite inhibition is defined as a dog’s ability to control the pressure of his mouth
when biting, to cause little or no damage to the subject of the bite. We know that all dogs have the potential
to bite, given the wrong set of circumstances. Some dogs readily bite with little apparent provocation, but
even the most saintly dog, in pain, or under great stress, can be induced to bite. When a bite happens,
whether frequently or rarely, bite inhibition is what makes the difference between a moment of stunned
silence and a trip to the nearest emergency room for the victim (and perhaps the euthanasia room for the
dog).

A bite is at the far end of a long line of behaviors a dog uses to communicate displeasure or discomfort. To
stop another dog, human, or other animal from doing what he perceives to be an inappropriate or
threatening behavior, the dog often starts with body tension, hard eye contact, a freeze, pulling forward of
the commissure (corners of the lips). These “please stop!” behaviors may escalate to include a growl, snarl
(showing teeth), offensive barking, an air-snap (not making contact), and finally, an actual bite. The dog who
does any or all of these things is saying, “Please don’t make me hurt you!”

Some foolish humans punish their dogs for these important canine communications. “Bad dog, how dare you
growl at my child!” Punishing your dog for these warning signals can make him suppress them; he’ll learn
it’s not safe to let you know he’s not comfortable with what you’re doing -and then bites can happen
without warning. (See “The Gift of Growling (/issues/8_10/features/15753-1.html),” Whole Dog Journal
October 2005.)
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Others ignore the signals and proceed with whatever was making the dog uncomfortable. This is also
foolish, because it can prompt the dog to express his feelings more strongly, with a less inhibited bite that
might break skin and do damage.

The wise dog owner recognizes the dog’s early signals, and takes steps to reduce or remove the stimulus
that is causing the dog to be tense, to avoid having her dog escalate to a bite. She then manages the
environment to prevent the dog from constant exposure to the stressful stimulus, and modifies her dog’s
behavior to help him become comfortable with it. Sometimes, however, even the best efforts of the wisest
dog owners can’t prevent a bite from happening. If and when it does, one hopes and prays that the dog has
good bite inhibition.

Installing Bite Inhibition

In the best of all worlds, puppies initially learn bite inhibition while still with their mom and littermates,
through negative punishment: the pup’s behavior makes a good thing go away. If a pup bites too hard while
nursing, the milk bar is likely to get up and leave. Pups learn to use their teeth softly, if at all, if they want
the good stuff to keep coming. As pups begin to play with each other, negative punishment also plays a role
in bite inhibition. If you bite your playmate too hard, he’ll likely quit the game and leave.

For these reasons, orphan and singleton pups (as well as those who are removed from their litters too early)
are more likely to have a “hard bite” (lack of bite inhibition) than pups who have appropriate interactions for
at least seven to eight weeks with their mother and siblings. These dogs miss out on important
opportunities to learn the consequences of biting too hard; they also fail to develop “tolerance for
frustration,” since they don’t have to compete with littermates for resources. They may also be quicker to
anger -and to bite without bite inhibition -if their desires are thwarted. Note: Being raised with their litter
doesn’t guarantee good bite inhibition; some dogs have a genetic propensity to find hard biting (and its
consequences) to be reinforcing; others may have had opportunity to practice and be reinforced for biting
hard.

Your dog may never bite you in anger, but if he doesn’t have good bite inhibition you’re still likely to feel a
hard bite when he takes treats from your fingers -and removes skin as well as the tasty tidbit.

If you find yourself with a puppy who, for whatever reason, tends to bite down harder than he should with
those needle-sharp puppy teeth, you need to start convincing him that self-restraint is a desirable quality.
You can’t start this lesson too early when it comes to putting canine teeth on human skin and clothes.
Ideally, you want to teach your pup not to exert pressure when mouthing by the time he’s five months old,
just as his adult canine teeth are coming in, and before he develops adult-dog jaw strength. Here are the
four R’s of how to do it:

• Remove: When your puppy bites hard enough to cause you pain, say “Ouch!” in a calm voice, gently
remove your body part from his mouth, and take your attention away from him for two to five seconds.
You’re using negative punishment, just like the pup’s mom and littermates. If he continues to grab at you
when you remove your attention, put yourself on the other side of a baby gate or exercise pen. When he is
calm, re-engage with him.

• Repeat: Puppies (and adult dogs, and humans) learn through repetition. It will take time, and many
repetitions of Step #1, for your pup to learn to voluntarily control the pressure of his bite. Puppies do have a
very strong need to bite and chew, so at first you’ll “ouch and remove” only if he bites down hard enough to
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hurt you. Softer bites are acceptable -for now. If you try to stop all puppy biting at once, both of you will
become frustrated. This is a “shaping”  process (see “Fur Training Techniques Using Shaping
(http://www.whole-dog-journal.com/issues/9_3/features/Training-Your-Dog-Using-Shaping_15792-
1.html),” March 2006).

At first, look for just a small decrease in the pressure of his teeth. When he voluntarily inhibits his bite a
little -enough that it’s not hurting you -start doing the “ouch and remove” procedure for slightly softer
bites, until you eventually shape him not to bite at all. By the time he’s eight months old he should have
learned not to put his mouth on humans at all, unless you decide to teach him to mouth gently on cue.

• Reinforce: Your pup wants good stuff to stick around. When he discovers that biting hard makes you
(good stuff) go away, he’ll decrease the pressure of his bite and eventually stop biting hard. This works
especially well if you remember to reinforce him with your attention when he bites gently. It works even
better if you use a reward marker when he uses appropriate mouth pressure. Given that your hands are
probably full of puppy at that particular moment, use a verbal marker followed by praise to let him know
he’s doing well. Say “Yes!” to mark the soft-mouth moment, followed by “Good puppy!” praise to let him
know he’s wonderful.

• Redirect: You probably are well aware that there are times when your pup is calmer and softer, and times
when he’s more aroused and more likely to bite hard.

It’s always a good idea to have soft toys handy to occupy your pup’s teeth when he’s in a persistent biting
mood. If you know even before he makes contact with you that he’s in the mood for high-energy, hard
biting, arm yourself with a few soft toys and offer them before he tries to maul your hands. If he’s already
made contact, or you’re working on repetitions of Step #1, occasionally reinforce appropriate softer bites
with a favorite squeaky toy play moment.

If there are children in the home with a mouthy puppy, it’s imperative that you arm them with soft toys and
have toys easily available in every room of the house, so they can protect themselves by redirecting puppy
teeth rather than running away and screaming -a game that most bitey pups find highly reinforcing.

It is possible to suppress a puppy’s hard biting by punishing him when he bites too hard. That might even
seem like a quicker, easier way to get him to stop sinking his canine needles into your skin. However, by
doing so, you haven’t taught him bite inhibition. If and when that moment comes where he really does feel
compelled to bite someone, he’s likely to revert to his previous behavior and bite hard, rather than offering
the inhibited bite you could have taught him.

Teaching Bite Inhibition to An Adult Dog

Teaching an adult dog to inhibit his bite is far more challenging than teaching a puppy. A dog easily reverts
to a well-practiced, long-reinforced behavior in moments of high emotion, even if he’s learned to control his
mouth pressure in calmer moments.

I know this all too well. Our Cardigan Corgi, now six years old, came to us at the age of six months with a
wicked hard mouth. Hand-feeding her treats was a painful experience, and I implemented a variation of the
“Ouch” procedure. Because she was biting hard for the treat rather than puppy-biting my flesh, I simply said
“Ouch,” closed my hand tightly around the treat, and waited for her mouth to soften, then fed her the treat.

http://www.whole-dog-journal.com/issues/9_3/features/Training-Your-Dog-Using-Shaping_15792-1.html
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Hard mouth made the treat disappear (negative punishment); soft mouth made the treat happen (positive
reinforcement). She actually got the concept pretty quickly, and within a couple of weeks could thoughtfully
and gently take even high value treats without eliciting an “Ouch.”

She still can take treats gently to this day, except when she’s stressed or excited; then she reverts to her
previous hard-bite behavior. When that happens, I close the treat in my fist until she remembers to soften
her mouth, at which time I open my hand and feed her the treat. So, while our bite inhibition work was
useful for routine training and random daily treat delivery, if Lucy ever bites in a moment of stress, arousal,
fear and/or anger, I have no illusions that she’s going to remember to inhibit her bite. Of course, I do my
best to make sure that moment doesn’t happen.

Because I have more leeway with Scooter and his excellent bite inhibition, it’s tempting to be a little
complacent with him. I try not to. One of Scooter’s “likely to bite” moments is grooming time. The poor guy
has a horrible undercoat that mats, literally, in minutes. This is a highly undesirable Pomeranian coat
characteristic. I could groom my first Pomeranian, Dusty, once a week without worrying about mats. I have to
groom Scooter every night.

Of course he hates it; brushing always causes him some discomfort as I work to ease the tangles out without
pulling too hard on his skin. We’ve made progress in the year we’ve had him; I can comb the top half of his
body without encountering much resistance, but I can feel him tense up as I approach the more sensitive
lower regions. Rather than relying on his good bite inhibition to get us through, I continue to use counter-
conditioning and desensitization. I feed him treats (or have my husband Paul feed him) as I groom, or let
him lick my hands (an activity he enjoys mightily -and one I can tolerate in place of his biting) while I comb
out the tangles.

Whether you’ve taken the time to teach your puppy good bite inhibition or had the good fortune to inherit a
dog who has it, don’t take it for granted. Continue to reinforce soft-mouth behavior for the rest of his life,
and don’t be tempted to push the envelope of his tolerance just because you can. Even saints have limits.

Pat Miller, CPDT, is Whole Dog Journal’s Training Editor. Miller lives in Fairplay, Maryland, site of her
Peaceable Paws training center. (https://www.peaceablepaws.com/)
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I took my puppy from a dog foster home about a year ago. I love him to bits; he has a great personality, and I feel that he loves
our family so much. BUT, he bites and chews a lot. How to stop it?
My husband and I were thinking about taking him to 'doggy school', but then again, it's extremely expensive, and the nearest
'doggy school' is far away from us. Maybe you have some advice? THANK YOU!!!!

Posted by: Katelyn | August 15, 2016 5:55 PM   
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My parents did animal rescue for many, many years and the easiest way to stop a dog from biting, for whatever reason, was to
put a muzzle on them as soon as they do it. Leave it on just for a little while and then take it off. After a while all you'll have to
do is show them the muzzle and the behavior will stop. This also works better than any other method for nuisance barking,
done in the same way. Now if they had only figured out a way to get a dog to stop digging I'd be one happy camper.

Posted by: Ana | April 25, 2016 1:07 PM   

Seems like few people ever talk about the genetic temperament of dogs anymore; I personally believe that, while you can
certainly train puppies to mouth more gently (or stop putting teeth on skin), and train an adult to take treats more gently, this
does not change their inherent inclination. Typically, the situations that a bite occurs are stressful conditions - something
surprising happens and the dog reacts with a bite. I believe that, in these situations, the degree of force used is not affected by
any previous "bite inhibition" training; they revert to what they are hardwired for. IMO

Posted by: MeToo | April 24, 2016 1:15 PM   

Hi, I recently adopted a gorgeous chocolate Lab about a month ago. She is just about a year old and I am her third, and final,
owner. My grandson son and I are just in love with her as she is with us. She has a great loving personality and was a big hit and
well behaved with my friends at a recent homecoming. Her first owner was a college freshman - he and his friends loved to play
fight with her and so she uses her mouth in play and will grab a hand when she wants to play. She does not bite hard but her
teeth are very sharp and it hurts my hand- not too mention it is not good behavior. When she just wants to be loving or looking
for a treat she will not grab hands or play bite. But she always wants to play- she's a lab after all I am working with her using the
ouch and stop for a few seconds. But each day is like the movie "groundhog day' and the play biting starts anew. I bought her
chew toys which she loves and she loves balls but I can't get her to release when she brings them back, she wants to wrestle
with it. I got her a rope toy but I am too old to play that game with her and my grandson works and goes to school so doesn't
have the time to play with her and the rope- I got it hoping to train her that she can use mouth play on the rope. Any
suggestions?

Posted by: Unknown | May 27, 2013 9:11 AM   


